Criteria and approach implications for requirements and design crosscutting concerns to support software evolution
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ABSTRACT

Crosscutting concerns has gained special attention for software development and maintenance in software engineering. This awareness was resulted from the discovery of crosscutting behaviour that initially evolves from the process opening at implementation stage. Conceptually, crosscutting concerns are usually described in terms of scattering and tangling which involves mapping and intersection of software components throughout stages in development activities. Due to its orientation, it is inevitable to provide viable understanding in crosscutting concerns across the software lifecycle. AORE/AOSD targets at dealing with effective evolution process for crosscutting concerns at various phases in conjunction to industrial standard. Recent works are focusing on identification, modularization, composition and conflict analysis of crosscutting concerns solely at requirements level. However, there is significant research gap to appropriately specify crosscutting properties for functional and non-functional concerns at both requirements and design phases. Due to this absence, software engineers have no appropriate guidelines to attend to crosscutting concerns across development stages. In this paper, we aim to present several criteria published in literature scoping on crosscutting concerns at the requirements and design stages. In relation, we propose our approach called IM-DeCRuD to accommodate engineering tasks for better understanding and reasoning towards crosscutting concerns at the requirements and design stages. In this perspective, IM-DeCRuD is designed to be well suited with rapid changes of requirements for various sizes of software development as well as maintenance projects.
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1. Introduction

Concern is defined as “any matters of interest in a software system” which can be related to system functionalities or its properties [1]. It can be classified into functional (system’s behavior or subsystems) and non-functional (system’s properties). Rarely, these concerns act standalone as most of it will influence or constraint other concerns. These situations are known as crosscutting [2]. Crosscutting is usually described in terms of scattering and tangling. Scattering is the incidence where the source element (or a particular software component) influences (or map) to multiple target elements. Tangling in the other hand is referred to a case where several source elements intersect common target element [3]. For example, considering two concerns (or needs) of a particular information system, ‘A’ and ‘B’. Given that a case that ‘B’ cannot be satisfied without affecting ‘A’ will give the meaning of concern ‘B’ crosscuts concern ‘A’. ‘B’ might crosscut other concerns other than ‘A’, say, ‘C’. So ‘B’ will also crosscut ‘C’ instead of ‘A’ and this situation is known as scattering. In other case, ‘A’ might be crosscut by ‘D’ other than ‘B’. This situation is identified as tangling.

Crosscutting concerns has gained special attention for software development and maintenance in software engineering. This growing awareness was resulted from the discovery of crosscutting behavior that initially evolves from the process opening at implementation stage [4]. Due to its orientation, it is inevitable to provide viable understanding in crosscutting concerns across the software lifecycle. In relation, Aspect Oriented Requirement Engineering/Aspect Oriented Software Development (AORE/AOSD) has been introduced in recent years and gradually being accepted to be prominent technique in dealing with effective evolution process for crosscutting concerns. Hence, this new discovery has good research potential to be explored further in order to support engineers’ tasks upon crosscutting concerns at various stages of software lifecycle, compliance to industrial technology standard [5].

Most of recent works are focusing on identification, modularization, composition and conflict analysis of crosscutting concerns solely at requirements level. It is due to its straightforwardness in dealing with high-level language in requirements documentations to specify concerns [6]. However, there is significant research gap to appropriately specify crosscutting properties for functional and non-functional concerns at both requirements and design phases. Due to this absence, software engineers have no appropriate guidelines to attend to crosscutting concerns across development stages [7]. In this paper, we aim to present several criteria published in literature scoping on crosscutting concerns at the requirements and design stages as potential benchmarks. In relation, we propose our approach called DeCRuD to accommodate engineering tasks for better understanding and reasoning towards crosscutting concerns at the requirements and design stages. In this perspective, DeCRuD is designed to be well suited with rapid changes of requirements for various sizes of software development as well as maintenance projects. This work is organized as follows. Section 2 shows related criteria related to requirements and design crosscutting concerns. Section 3 presents some related works. Section 4 promotes the results and discussion upon the evaluated approaches. Section 5 exhibits the proposed approach. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions and points to directions of future work.

2. Implication of criteria

These criteria were obtained and organized based on literature review. A brief explanation of each decisive factor can be found in the following sub sections as they will be used within the context of this research.
2.1. Concern identification

Concerns identification is dedicated to the identification process for discovering the decomposition units such as functional, non-functional concerns [6]. Concerns identifications can have variations such as asymmetric as well as symmetric. Asymmetric can be related to process of separation of what are functional and non-functional concerns whereas symmetric treats the decomposition units equally and regards everything is concern. Again, these concerns may be functional as well as non-functional concerns [6]. This research is directed to investigate the ability of the approaches to support asymmetric or symmetric identification of concerns.

2.2. Composability

Composability refers to the ability on how the crosscutting concerns and non-crosscutting concerns (standalone) are merged [6, 7]. Indeed, it is a natural way of reducing complexity and structuring enormous number of requirement decomposition units [8]. In this research, the composability of approaches under study is measured by investigating the ease of accomplishing that process.

2.3. Conflict resolution and decision support

Conflict resolution is ability for alleviating or eliminating sources of conflict among crosscutting concerns. Specifically, with the aid of decision support, it helps in setting trace-offs upon conflicting crosscutting concerns preceding by relationships composition as well as interactions validation and followed by weight assignments or priority setting processes [8]. Resolving conflicts is necessary as negatively contributing concerns may lead to undesirable influence on the entire composition and the system which result in poor architecture [7]. As for the approaches under study, identifications are done to see whether this criteria is supported or else.

2.4. Traceability across software lifecycle

As mentioned earlier, traceability is referred to the ability to trace within and between software components. It is crucial for quality software in term of its understandability, maintainability and manageableability [8]. Specifically, this criterion is divided into requirements traceability and traceability between components across development stages [8]. Adhering to the focus of this study, benchmarking is made upon the ability of crosscutting as well as standalone concerns being traced among requirements and design stages.

2.5. Support for mapping

Approach is measured in term of their ability to progress to later stage which is referred to formal design components [8]. Indication is made if the approach provides support for decision on mapping especially for crosscutting concerns. It is crucial as it will facilitate efficient solution choice pertaining to recording, communication and management activities [8].

2.6. Evolvability

Evolvability refers to the ability to change or removal/addition of requirements [8] and propagate its effects to design. Any effect upon changes situations practically, should be made localized and
easy to implement to ensure those components in the early development stages up to date with the changing requirements. This is stressfully needed for understandability and management support [8]. In this research, the evolvability of approach is measured by investigating the ease of accomplishing such process.

2.7. Conflict resolution and decision support

Scalability is referred to the ability of approach to be suited well for small and large projects. This is stressfully important to support growing projects management [8].

3. Related works

AORE/AOSD has greatly been explored in few years’ back that continuously focuses on providing software engineers with method and tool supports. It is aimed at identification, modularization, composition and conflict analysis upon crosscutting concerns across earlier phases of development lifecycle.

Rosenhainer suggested a semi-automated AORE method called Dealing Separately with Crosscutting Concerns (DISCern) [9, 10] to identify and specify functional and non-functional crosscutting concerns in pre-existing requirements documentation supported by information retrieval techniques. However, this method does not specify how crosscutting concerns would be formally represented in both requirements and design phases.

Identification of Crosscutting Concerns with UML is an AORE approach which has been proposed by Brito [11] and Araújo [12] with the aim of handling the separation of crosscutting concerns at the phase of requirements. In this approach, UML model is used as a basic notation to specify crosscutting functional and non-functional crosscutting concerns. Similarly, Xiaomei et al. [13, 14] present an AOSD approach called Non-Functional Requirements/Aspectual Use Case Driven (NFR/AUC). NFR/AUC is an extension approach to accommodate seamless transition of crosscutting concerns between requirements and design phases. This composition task can be achieved by identifying finer grain of non-functional crosscutting concerns through NFR Framework2 and incorporated the framework into use case diagram (functional concerns) via association points. Unfortunately, these methods require highly skilled engineers to accomplish and lack of tool support, thus it is applicable to only small-scaled projects. Furthermore, these methods do not specify how to deal with maintenance tasks.

A semi-automated AORE approach introduced by Sampiao et al. [15] that utilizes Corpus-based Natural Language Processing (NLP) for early-phase crosscutting concern identification. Early Aspect Identification Method (Early-AIM) enables requirement engineers to quickly identify and to form a structured crosscut-oriented model as a result of automatic mining process upon structured or unstructured sources of requirements (e.g. documents, interviews, natural language descriptions of the system), using EA-MINER tool [16, 17]. Besides to its limitation which is like DISCern, Early-AIM fails neither to support conflict analysis nor to specify non-functional-functional crosscutting concerns.

Another semi-automated AORE approach has been proposed to identify and specify crosscutting concerns by applying “extensible” XML-based composition rule for their composition. Model is conceptualized by employing XML-based composition language using Aspectual Requirements

---

2 NFR Framework is a mechanism that decomposes softgoals of non-functional concerns into principles and operational sub-goals in form of tree structure.
Composition and Decision Support Tool (ARCaDe) [18, 19]. It possesses similar limitation as DISCern, besides fails to specify on its applicability on software project size.

Somehow like NFR/AUC, Aspecltal Unified Software Development Process/Non-Functional Requirements Driven Approach (AUSDP/NFR) was proposed to provide new relationship mechanism to represent crosscutting relationship between NFR Framework and use cases which is applicable at requirements and design phases. However, it exposes to limitations like Identification of Crosscutting Concerns with UML and NFR/AUC. Likewise, it does not provide a seamless transformation notation for crosscutting concerns between requirements and design phases [20], particularly the detailed design.

4. Evaluation criteria

We formulate the evaluation criteria that were based on [6, 8]. The capability level of approach is analyzed in meeting some evaluation criteria such as Identification\(^3\), Composability, Scalability (suitability on various sizes of systems), Traceability across Software Lifecycle, Support for Mapping, Evolvability and Conflict Resolution & Decision Support. We use suitable indicators for the capability level - Yes (fulfill), No (not fulfill), N/S (Not Specified) and – (Not Applicable).

Table 1 depicts evaluation criteria used to compare selected approaches in the direction to develop an improvised approach to support requirements and design crosscutting process.

Early-AIM approach which leads to asymmetric requirements identification has several drawbacks to be noted. Firstly, is referring to lack of support on semantic composition upon non-functional-functional crosscutting relationships. Secondly, no such mechanism that can identify any conflicts arises and decision support for solution. Early-AIM also does not specify significant links as well as mapping between requirements and design artifacts.

Somehow like Early-AIM, AUSDP/NFR which categorized under asymmetric requirements fails to support composability. Even it provides better support upon conflict resolution and traceability; mapping, evolvability and scalability specifications are aborted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appr. / Criteria</th>
<th>DISC-ERN</th>
<th>Id. of Cross. Concerns with UML / AUC/NFR</th>
<th>Early-AIM</th>
<th>ARCaDE</th>
<th>AUSDP/NFR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symetric</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetric</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict Resolution &amp; Decision</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceability across SW Lifecycle</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for Mapping</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolvability</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/S</td>
<td>N/S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\) Types of requirements identified. Symmetric (any of functional and non-functional) while Asymmetric (both type)
It seems that combination of IR-based, Identification of Cross. Concerns with UML / AUC/NFR and ARCADE approaches score the best based on the evaluation criteria. It is meant as these three approaches complement each other in some criteria that are lacking. As such, it is believed that this combination will yield a better direction to develop the proposed approach as such.

5. IM-DeCRuD approach

Our research adopts and integrates certain techniques from the existing approaches as in [21] to develop an approach called Identification, Modularization, Design Composition Rule and Conflict Dissolution (IM-DeCRuD) that supports engineers to manage crosscutting concerns at requirements and design phases. IM-DeCRuD is tailored to suit with rapid changes of requirements for various sizes of software development as well as maintenance projects. As depicted in Figure 1, IM-DeCRuD can be divided into three main tasks and will be described further in the following subsections.

5.1. Identification and specification

Identification and Specification is the starting point of the approach which involves in compiling and reviewing high level requirements documentations, followed by extraction process upon available nouns, verbs and system’s properties from each requirement for viewpoints, FURs (functional concerns) and Product-Oriented NFURs (non-functional concerns) respectively by the domain experts. Next, process of compiling, organizing and recording those requirements components from multiple sources is performed by applying specific-purpose boilerplates. This subtask is fulfilled by specifying priorities of the identified NFURs as per determined by the stakeholders, with the value taken as ‘High’, or ‘Low’ for conflicts identification purposes that will be carried out later in another subtask.

5.2. Composition

Composition carries out with the possibility to weave together those identified requirements components. For this specific purpose, our proposed composition rules in which the structure is governed by XML schema with its operators are adopted from LOTOS (Language of Temporal Ordering Specifications) [22] is applied. This composition rule acts as a meta-language to accommodate formation of graphical notation as an alternative view for standard software high level design since the later seems to have limitation for the purpose to specify crosscutting concerns [1, 2, 11].
5.3. Conflict handling

Finally, Conflicts Handling deals with the identification task towards conflicting crosscutting concerns (NFURs) which are similar or falls under shared category besides having common priorities and conflicting quantification measurement that constraint common conventional concern (FUR). Next, these conflicting crosscutting concerns issues will be communicated and negotiated (dissolution) with the stakeholders.

6. Conclusion

We have presented several criteria from literature which guided us in developing DeCRUD approach to support crosscutting concerns evolution process between requirements and design phases. This approach is tailored to accommodate bi-directionally links between main tasks for effective evolution process for various sizes of software development and maintenance projects. For future works, we will develop a tool and test it against suitable case studies.
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